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a b s t r a c t

Fundamental technological advances have occurred during the 20 year hiatus in US research on coated
particle nuclear fuel. As part of the recent US Department of Energy’s Advanced Gas Reactor Fuel Devel-
opment and Qualification program, Oak Ridge National Laboratory has utilized advancements in com-
puter automation, digital imaging, and image analysis to modernize US optical microscopy techniques
for coated particle nuclear fuel. Automated optical microscopy has enabled detailed and objective anal-
ysis of individual particles (hundreds of measurements per particle) and of large sample sizes that far
exceed the capabilities of conventional manual microscopy methods (analysis of 1500–5000 particles
is common). Demonstrative examples of the capabilities of this automated optical microscopy are given
for: (a) shadow imaging of kernels, coated fuel particles, and graphite matrix overcoated particles and (b)
cross-sectional analysis of coated fuel particles to determine layer thicknesses.

Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

As a part of the United States Department of Energy’s Advanced
Gas Reactor (AGR) Fuel Development and Qualification program,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) has recently re-established
the US capacity for labscale fabrication and characterization of
tri-isotropic (TRISO) coated particle nuclear fuel. A number of
important technological advances have occurred during the 20
year hiatus in US coated particle R&D which can be applied to up-
grade previous methodology. Perhaps the most significant is the
advancements in digital computing over the last several decades.
In the effort to improve upon or replace previously used coated
particle fuel characterization methods, ORNL has developed ad-
vanced procedures for quantitative optical microscopy that utilize
computer automation, digital imaging, and advanced image analy-
sis to increase both throughput and accuracy of these
measurements.

The coated particle fuel concept involves a spherical kernel of
nuclear material surrounded by concentric layers designed to con-
tain the fission products and maintain structural integrity of the
particles during fabrication and operation. The coating layers are
(in radially increasing order): a low density, porous carbon layer
(the buffer); a higher density pyrolytic carbon layer (the inner
pyrocarbon or IPyC), a polycrystalline silicon carbide layer (the
SiC), and an outer pyrocarbon layer (the OPyC) [1]. The thickness
of these coating layers and the diameters of the kernel and coated
particle are important parameters that are used to determine that
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acceptable fuel fabrication has been achieved. The deviations of the
kernel and coated particle from an ideal spherical shape are also
determined, because abnormal shapes can affect fuel performance
and can indicate problems in the fabrication process. Typically, sta-
tistical limits are placed on the allowable deviation of these param-
eters from the target design. Each quality control measurement is
made on a representative sample taken from a fabricated material
to statistically determine the probable range for the measured
parameter in the sampled material.

Quantitative optical microscopy is a standard tool for character-
izing and qualifying the size and shape of the particles (both ker-
nels and coated particles) and the thickness of the coating layers.
A commonly used method is to utilize a microscopy eyepiece with
a reticule to manually measure the dimensions of interest. This
technique is so tedious and fatiguing that typical practical limits
involve making 1 or 2 measurements per feature of interest and
only 100–200 total measurements per inspection. This method is
often not adequate to obtain statistically adequate sampling of
the material. Manual measurements on photographic images can
result in reduced operator fatigue, but photograph processing time
is a consideration. Several generic software packages are available
for quantitative analysis of digital optical micrographs obtained
with today’s high resolution digital cameras. Analysis of digital
images with generic software packages can enhance measurement
accuracy. However, they are still manually executed measure-
ments, and therefore, generic software does not greatly impact
operator effort or typical sample sizes. Some off-the-shelf software
packages offer automated image analysis and feature recognition,
but the capabilities and customizability of these programs are
limited.
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Recently, several international TRISO R&D programs have devel-
oped characterization methods for the size and shape of particles
and the thicknesses of coating layers. In Japan as part of the high
temperature engineering test reactor (HTTR) program, kernel size
and shape have been determined by shadow imaging (100 particle
sample for diameter measurement; 300 particle sample for sphe-
ricity) and layer thickness has been determined by X-ray radiogra-
phy [2]. In fuel research for the Chinese high temperature
gas-cooled reactor (HTR-10), automated measurements utilizing
X-ray radiography and optical ceramography have been coupled
with computer data analysis to provide kernel size, kernel spheric-
ity, and layer thicknesses (sample sizes of at least 180 particles)
[3]. In the United States, as part of the AGR program, ORNL has
transferred the methods described herein to the Babcock and Wil-
cox Company (Lynchburg, VA) for industrial TRISO fuel
development.

The ORNL approach to quantitative optical microscopy of
coated particle fuel utilizes computer automated microscope stage
movement, digital image acquisition, and image analysis software
that was written in-house specifically for analysis of coated parti-
cle fuel. Sample sizes of 1500–5000 particles are routinely exam-
ined for kernel and coated particle size and shape. For layer
thicknesses, routine sample sizes are 180–240 particles. Algo-
rithms identify boundary locations, not subjective judgment. Hun-
dreds of individual diameters or thicknesses are measured per
particle. Also, image analysis software has enabled the study of
particles using alternative metrics.
2. Experimental methods

Optical microscopy was performed using a Leica DMRx upright
microscope with plan fluotar objectives and additional tube mag-
nification optics. Digital micrographs were obtained with a Leica
DC500 digital camera system capable of producing up to 12 mega-
pixel images (3900 � 3090 pixels). The microscope was equipped
with a motorized stage and a Ludl MAC-5000 automation control
system. MediaCybernetics Image Pro Plus software was used to ac-
quire images and was used to perform manual measurements.
MediaCybernetics Scope Pro software was used to integrate the
stage controller to the image acquisition system for fully auto-
mated sample inspection, as described in the following sections.
A custom spring loaded mount holder (Fig. 1) was used to quickly
and reproducibly align the imaged surface plane parallel to the
microscope stage. Fine adjustment screws on the microscope stage
insured that a flat mount remained in the focal plane over the en-
tire imaged area to avoid the added complication of automated
focusing.
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Fig. 1. Schematics of mount holders used for shadow
2.1. Size and shape measurements

Particle size and shape can be determined by using the micro-
scope in transmitted bright field mode to produce a shadow image
of the optically opaque particle’s perimeter. A statistically relevant
sample of particles was riffled out of the material using a rotary rif-
fler. Good random sampling procedures are necessary to obtain a
sample truly representative of the material. Representative sam-
pling minimizes errors in measurement averages, distributions,
and especially distribution tails (crucial for statistical tests based
on tolerance limits, discussed later).

Particles were poured inside a washer on a flat clear thermo-
plastic acrylic mount (Struers Specifast) to make a single layer of
loose particles, were covered with a thin glass cover slide, and were
loaded into a mount holder (Fig. 1). The loaded mount holder was
placed on the microscope stage and was illuminated using trans-
mitted light to create shadow images (silhouettes) of the particles.
The choice of nominal magnification depended on the size of the
particles (e.g., 80� for �350 lm kernels (�1.788 pixels/lm), 50�
for �800 lm TRISO particles (�1.118 pixels/lm)). Magnification
was decreased for larger particles to obtain sufficient depth of fo-
cus and to ensure well defined particle perimeters and sufficient
field of view to allow a reasonable number of particles per frame.
Magnification was kept as high as possible to provide good resolu-
tion (pixels/lm) in the digital image. Transmission light intensity
was varied to obtain a transmitted light intensity of 180–220 out
of an 8-bit intensity range (0–255). Excessive transmitted light
intensity can cause blurring of the edges of particle shadow images
and camera pixel saturation should be avoided.

The entire mount of particles was captured with a tiled array of
images. Images were analyzed by software written in-house. Each
particle was located using grayscale dilation, a distance transform,
and watershed segmentation. The software identified the particle
centers using a Kasa fit, identified shadow boundary positions
(searches at 1� intervals), and used the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) to obtain a low-frequency parametric representation of the
boundary shape (Fig. 2). Specific details of the software analysis
can be found in other publications [4,5]. By identifying the particle
center and obtaining a parametric representation of the boundary,
various size and shape metrics could be calculated, such as average
particle diameter, average particle radius, diameter aspect ratio
(the maximum diameter divided by the minimum diameter), ra-
dius aspect ratio (the maximum radius divided by the minimum
radius), and curvature metrics. Particles with the highest diameter
aspect ratios were automatically saved to a separate folder for
manual review after processing. This manual review served as a
check on the image analysis algorithm as well as an inspection of
the most abnormal particles.
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Fig. 2. Stages of the shadow image program analysis: (a) original digital image of kernels (LEU03), (b) individual particles identified by program for analysis, and (c) example
result from analysis. Shown in (c) are the particle boundary (small gray points), the particle center (white �), circle of average radius (gray circle), minimum radius and
diameter (white solid and dashed lines), maximum radius and diameter (gray solid and dashed lines), and points of high and low curvature (triangles).
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Typically, a single operator working alone could complete full
characterization of �1600–1800 TRISO particles with a one day
turnaround: 5 h doing sample preparation and image acquisition
(6 holders, 56 tiled images per holder), 12 h of computer time to
analyze particles in tiled images (usually performed overnight
without human interaction using a single Intel Xeon CPU at
2.80 GHz with 3 GB of RAM), followed by 3 h to review high aspect
ratio particles and complete a standardized statistical report on
sizes and aspect ratios.

2.2. Coating thickness measurements

2.2.1. Mounting and polishing particles for cross-sectional analysis
The layer thicknesses in TRISO-coated particles were deter-

mined by microscopy measurements of polished cross-sections of
mounted particles. A sample of particles for cross-sectioning was
taken randomly from a small riffled quantity of material. To enable
subsequent automated image acquisition, particles were arranged
in a roughly square array using a polyethylene or polypropylene
mesh (1 mm2 openings) and mounted in a clear thermoplastic ac-
rylic (Struers Specifast). An 11 � 11 square piece of plastic mesh
was used. The plastic mesh was pressed in a hot press (Struers
ProntoPress-10) at 100 �C in order to obtain a mesh that was less
than 330 lm thick (less than half the average particle diameter).
Typically, 80 particles were placed on the bottom ram of the press
in the central 9 � 9 squares of the mesh with one corner left empty
as an index. All particles would be touching the flat bottom ram.
Twenty cubic centimeters of thermoplastic acrylic powder were
poured gently into the press on top of the particles and mesh.
The mount was pressed by the following schedule: 15 min with
no pressure at 180 �C to completely liquefy the thermoplastic fol-
lowed by 15 min at 30 kN with slow cooling to 100 �C to surround
the particles and allow the resin to solidify. This pressing schedule
was developed to minimize axial stresses on the particles during
pressing (axial stresses transferred through the powder can result
in fractured coatings). The mount was further cooled to room tem-
perature before removing from the press. Mount thicknesses were
measured at four particle locations before, during, and after polish-
ing by a calibrated Starrett height gauge using a 3 mm ruby ball
gauge tip (0.001 mm resolution; measurement uncertainty
0.002 mm).

The mount was ground using a Struers ALLEGRO disk with 9 lm
diamond suspension at 140 rpm and 30 N of force until the polish
plane was within 50–70 lm of the average particle midplane (at
which point the plastic mesh had been completely removed). The
mount was then sonicated in isopropanol to remove grinding deb-
ris. The mount was then polished using a Struers DAC disk with
3 lm diamond suspension at 140 rpm and 20 N of force.

2.2.2. Imaging and analysis of particle cross-sections
A polished mount was loaded into a mount holder (Fig. 1), was

placed on the microscope stage, and was aligned with the empty
corner of the mesh grid at the upper left corner of the stage. The
mount was illuminated with both reflected and transmitted light.
Illumination intensity and exposure conditions were adjusted so
that the maximum reflected light intensity and maximum trans-
mitted light intensity were both 180–220 out of an 8-bit intensity
range (0–255). Consistent illumination conditions aided the subse-
quent image analysis. The focus on the polished surface was opti-
mized for the entire array of particles.

Image Pro macros were used to define the coordinates of the
particles in the three corners of the particle array, estimate all par-
ticle locations using a parallelogram grid, and perform automated
image acquisition of particles based on the parallelogram grid.
Occasionally particles were not fully contained in images using
these estimated particle locations; any such particles were manu-
ally reimaged without readjusting light or focal conditions. A rough
measurement of layer thicknesses and kernel radii of a few parti-
cles was performed using Image Pro measurement tools.

An in-house written program was used to radially unwrap par-
ticle cross-section images in order to identify layer interfaces at 1�
intervals and determine kernel radius and layer thicknesses. Be-
cause of the microstructural variability of certain kernel types, a
preprogram was run to identify the approximate kernel center
and one kernel edge point for each image. These approximate coor-
dinates were used to obtain the kernel perimeter points by the
Kasa method. Additional program inputs included image resolu-
tion (�2.827 pixels/lm, for the example in this paper), approxi-
mate average layer thicknesses and kernel radius, polish-down
distance measured at the coordinates of the four mesh corners,
and kernel type. Approximate average layer thicknesses and kernel
radius were used in the program to avoid the identification of
anomalies as layer boundaries (e.g., SiC delaminations inside layers
or porosity bands in the buffer or pyrocarbon layers). The entered
approximations do not have to be particularly accurate (within
�10 lm for buffer thickness and �4 lm for other layers) and do
not bias the results. Polish-down distance for each individual par-
ticle was calculated based on an analytical fit of the polish plane
using measurements at four particle locations. Layer thicknesses
were calculated by the following equation (variables defined in
Fig. 3; details given in Section 4.3) which uses polish-down dis-
tance to correct the radial positions of layer boundaries for bias
caused by off-midplane polishing:

t ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2

m2 þ
1

4p2 ðR
2
m � p2Þ2

� �s
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2

m1 þ
1

4p2 ðR
2
m � p2Þ2

� �s
: ð1Þ

Layers of particles appear thicker when polished off-midplane, be-
cause they are viewed at an angle to the radius. Imaging off-mid-
plane is unavoidable, because the coated particles have a
significant particle size distribution (in the AGR program, TRISO
particle batches of �400 lm radius had a standard deviation of
�7 lm). Kernel type was specified (uranium oxide or uranium
carbide), because different kernels caused sufficiently different
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Fig. 3. Layer thicknesses as imaged off-midplane differ from actual thicknesses, but
can be corrected geometrically.
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appearances at the kernel/buffer interface to require minor changes
to the boundary identification algorithm. Further details of the layer
thickness program can be found in other publications [4,5].

The layer thickness program saved to a folder reduced resolu-
tion images of every particle with the identified boundaries indi-
cated. These reduced resolution images were manually inspected
for significant errors in boundary location. The most common er-
rors in boundary location were caused by: skipped boundaries,
fragmented buffer/kernel boundaries, or indistinct outer bound-
aries. A particle with a layer thickness dramatically thinner than
the layer thickness estimate could result in a failure to identify that
boundary. If kernels were significantly friable at the buffer inter-
face, resulting in crumbling and pull out in this region during sam-
ple preparation, the buffer/kernel boundary could be sufficiently
fragmented as to prevent accurate boundary determination. The
outer particle boundary was sometimes indistinct due to polishing
damage around a localized shape anomaly. All these errors were
easily identified by perusing the reduced resolution images. Images
with skipped boundaries were not discarded, but were rerun with
revised layer estimates, because selectively discarding particles
which may have abnormally thicker or thinner layers would affect
the tail of the layer thickness distribution. Any faulty data due to
boundary location errors were deleted.

Typically, a single operator working alone could complete full
characterization of one 80 particle mount according the following
time estimates: 1 h to align and image each mount, ½ h of manned
computer time per mount for identifying kernel coordinates using
the preprogram, 4 h of unmanned computer time per mount for
analysis by layer thickness program (using a single Intel Xeon
CPU at 2.80 GHz with 3 GB of RAM), followed by 2 h to peruse
low resolution images, take appropriate actions for boundary er-
rors (rerun images and/or deleting bad data), and complete a stan-
dardized statistical report.

3. Results

This section reviews typical results from small comparative
studies for shadow imaging and cross-sectional analysis. These
comparative studies illustrate how the automated microscopy
methods provide detailed property distributions that enable valu-
able property differentiation between different materials.

3.1. Shadow imaging of kernels

During process development in the AGR program, several differ-
ent kernel types have been used, starting with surrogate zirconium
oxide spheres, then depleted uranium oxide kernels (DUO), natural
uranium carbide/uranium oxide kernels (NUCO) and finally, low
enriched uranium carbide/uranium oxide kernels (LEUCO) for irra-
diation testing in the Idaho National Laboratory Advanced Test
Reactor. Shadow imaging of these different kernels provided size
and shape data needed for kernel production feedback, input for
coating processing, and further coated particle characterization.
Automated shadow imaging has allowed detailed histograms of
kernel sizes and shapes to be created for the various kernel mate-
rials. Histograms for mean particle diameter and diameter aspect
ratio (maximum particle diameter divided by the minimum parti-
cle diameter) are shown for 350 lm NUCO kernels in Fig. 4. Control
of kernel size and shape is essential for producing a consistent TRI-
SO-coated product. Coating rate has been observed to be depen-
dent on the surface area of the substrate. Small kernels tend to
receive thicker coatings when mixed with larger kernels. Minor
shape irregularities can be ‘smoothed out’ by the buffer coating,
but severe shape irregularities often propagate throughout the
coating process to produce layers with high stress regions
(Fig. 5). Non-spherical kernel shapes can often be related to defec-
tive or non-ideal kernel microstructures.

For TRISO particles under irradiation, failure fractions for high
quality fuel have been around 6 � 10�5 or better [6,7]. Thus, the
tail of a shape metric distribution (for kernels or coated particles)
could have a strong impact on the failure fraction of a TRISO mate-
rial under irradiation if the non-spherical shape leads to increased
probability of particle failure. Superior understanding of distribu-
tion tails requires an automated measurement technique. Cumula-
tive distributions of four kernel materials from the AGR program
are shown in Fig. 6. The uranium oxide kernels, which are easiest
to manufacture, were clearly the most spherical. The uranium car-
bide/uranium oxide kernels showed improvement during the chro-
nological progression from NUCO to LEUCO-3.

3.2. Shadow imaging of graphite matrix overcoated TRISO particles

High temperature gas-cooled reactor fuel compacts (cylinders
and spherical pebbles) consist of TRISO particles embedded in a
graphite matrix. These are formed by overcoating TRISO particles
with a graphite matrix resin and then pressing the final fuel shape
[8]. Shadow imaging was used to optimize the overcoating process
used by the AGR program. For example, Fig. 7 shows how the over-
coated particle diameter and diameter aspect ratio varied with
overcoater rotation speed. If small sample sizes were tested, the
700 rpm overcoated material would be difficult to differentiate
from overcoated materials made at higher rotation speeds. By
using automated methods to analyze samples with hundreds of
particles, overcoater rotation speed up to 1400 rpm could be ob-
served to further narrow overcoated particle size distribution and
to further decrease the fraction of material with high diameter as-
pect ratio.

Shadow imaging generally assumes a random orientation of
each silhouetted particle. Kernels and TRISO particles had suffi-
ciently low diameter aspect ratios, such that particles mounted
for shadow imaging did not have a noticeable preferred orienta-
tion. The lack of preferred orientation was confirmed by comparing
normal shadow imaging with shadow imaging of particles poured
randomly onto a transparent sticky surface, where reorientation of
the particles would not occur. When particles are significantly non-
spherical, as is the case for some overcoated particles, preferred
orientation during shadow imaging analysis can be expected and
must be accounted for when analyzing these materials.

3.3. Layer thicknesses of TRISO particles

Even with meticulous polishing techniques, accurate layer
thickness measurements required correction of measured layer
thicknesses for off-midplane polishing, which is affected by the
particle size distribution, the average polish distance, and the uni-
formity of polish across a mount. Detailed discussion of the math-
ematical correction for off-midplane polishing is discussed in
Section 4.3. This section provides a typical example of layer thick-
ness data produced by automated microscopy using off-midplane



Fig. 4. Results of shadowgraph analysis of 4196 nominally 350 lm diameter NUCO kernels. Average diameter was 345 lm with a standard deviation of 15.2 lm. Thirty-six
kernels were less than 300 lm, and 22 kernels were greater than 400 lm. Thirty kernels exhibited a diameter aspect ratio greater than 1.1. Horizontal axis labels show upper
limit of bin.

Fig. 5. The buffer coating can ‘smooth out’ shape irregularities in the kernel (a and b), but severe shape irregularities often propagate through all of the coatings (c). Note that
the full severity of kernel irregularities may not be seen in cross-sections. (Cross-section images were from a composite material of TRISO-coated 350 lm NUCO kernels).

Fig. 6. Cumulative percentages of diameter aspect ratio for four different types of
kernels (each nominally 350 lm): depleted uranium oxide (DUO), natural uranium
carbide/oxide (NUCO), and two versions of low enriched uranium carbide/oxide
(LEUCO-1 and LEUCO-3).
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correction based on Eq. (1). Special focus is placed on mount to
mount uniformity of the buffer thickness, since it is the most sen-
sitive layer to measurement variability. Thickness data on four TRI-
SO batches with identical processing conditions (on LEUCO-3
kernels) and a composite made from nearly equal amounts of these
four materials will be used to provide an example of the automated
optical microscopy technique.
Three mounts of 80 particles each were analyzed for each of the
five materials (four individual materials and their composite mate-
rial). Table 1 provides buffer thickness data for these materials.
Due to boundary recognition errors (mainly associated with se-
verely chipped kernel/buffer boundaries), no mount had all 80 par-
ticles measured for buffer thickness. No correlation has been found
between layer thicknesses and features that result in layer data
deletion, so final layer thickness means and distributions were
not affected. For every mount, the standard deviation of corrected
measurements was lower than the standard deviation of uncor-
rected measurements. For any one of the five materials, statistical
comparison of buffer thickness measurements revealed only slight
measurement biases from mount to mount. Measured statistically
significant variability was found more frequently between mounts
of different batches, but this variability may have partially been
due to true slight variability of buffer thickness between batches.
Histogram results for all layers of the composite material are pro-
vided as an example of final results from the automated optical
microscopy method (Fig. 8). Layer thickness histograms usually
have a Gaussian-like shape. The thickness distributions from indi-
vidual mounts overlapped extensively for the composite material.

4. Discussion

Acceptance criteria associated with TRISO fuel materials are
based on demonstration that particle lot properties fall within
specified statistical confidence ranges for the various properties.
Computer-automated quantitative optical microscopy enables the
practical use of larger sample sizes for this analysis, compared to



Fig. 7. Histograms (top-binned) of mean diameter (lm) and diameter aspect ratio for overcoated TRISO particles created at different overcoater rotation speeds.

Table 1
Buffer thickness data was calculated for five different TRISO materials

Material Buffer thickness (avg. (st. dev.) in lm)

Mount 1 Mount 2 Mount 3 Total

1 Corrected uncorrected # measured 113.9 (8.3) 115.7 (9.2) 64 110.0 (8.1) 114.0 (8.9) 63 109.6 (7.7) 111.7 (8.4) 60 111.2 (8.2) 113.8 (8.9) 187
2 Corrected uncorrected # measured 109.1 (9.0) 110.9 (9.7) 73 108.9 (7.6) 109.7 (7.9) 55 109.2 (9.1) 111.5 (10.1) 76 109.1 (8.6) 110.8 (9.4) 204
3 Corrected uncorrected # measured 111.7 (8.6) 112.4 (8.9) 79 112.7 (7.9) 114.0 (8.2) 78 110.6 (8.2) 111.4 (8.6) 78 111.7 (8.2) 112.6 (8.6) 235
4 Corrected uncorrected # measured 114.1 (7.9) 115.1 (8.3) 76 112.1 (8.7) 113.6 (9.3) 79 114.1 (7.6) 114.4 (7.8) 77 113.4 (8.1) 114.3 (8.5) 232
Composite: Corrected uncorrected # measured 109.7 (8.8) 109.8 (8.8) 61 109.5 (6.4) 110.1 (6.6) 71 110.1 (8.1) 110.2 (8.1) 60 109.7 (7.7) 110.0 (7.8) 192

Thickness measurements were corrected for being measured off from particle midplane. Three mounts of each material were analyzed.

Fig. 8. Histograms (top-binned, in lm) of layer thicknesses for a composite material (with LEUCO-3 kernels).
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manual methods. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 present examples of how
computer-automated quantitative optical microscopy can greatly
narrow confidence ranges for measured properties. Section 4.3 dis-
cusses uncertainty analysis of layer thicknesses measurements
with a focus on off-midplane correction.

4.1. Statistical analysis of shadow imaging data for TRISO particles

For size and shape measurements on TRISO particles using sha-
dow imaging, typical critical performance parameters are: mean
diameter, diameter aspect ratio, and sometimes diameter disper-
sion. The benefits of the computer-automated optical microscopy
method will be described for statistical tests of mean diameter
and diameter aspect ratio on AGR-1 baseline TRISO particles (see
Fig. 9).

A confidence interval for the mean particle size of a lot can be
calculated using student-T statistics:

�x� t2rxffiffiffi
n
p 6 le 6 �xþ t2rxffiffiffi

n
p ; ð2Þ

where le is the expected mean of the material lot, �x and rx are the
measured mean and standard deviation of the analyzed sample, t2 is
the two-tailed student-T statistic for the desired confidence level,
and n is the number of particles in the sample. For the 1626 TRISO
particles measured for AGR-1 baseline TRISO, the 95% confidence
interval for mean diameter was 799.1–800.2 lm. If the same mean
and standard deviation were measured for a sample size of 100 (a
relatively large sample size for manual measurement), the 95% con-
fidence interval would be 797.4–802.0 lm. In a production environ-
ment, a narrower confidence interval for a pertinent mean property
often equates to a superior understanding of product and process
variability and a higher percentage of product runs passing a spec-
ified acceptance criteria.

For diameter aspect ratio of kernels or coated particles, attribute
sampling is commonly used to calculate whether (to a specified
confidence level) less than a specified fraction of the material
(the tolerance limit, Lt) has an aspect ratio greater than a specified
value (the control limit). Attribute testing uses the following equa-
tion based on the binomial distribution [9] (if the sample size ap-
proaches the entire amount of the material, then a hypergeometric
distribution should be used):

Lc ¼ 1�
Xnd

i¼0

n!

i!ðn� iÞ! Li
tð1� LtÞn�i

; ð3Þ

where Lc is the calculated confidence level, n is the number of par-
ticles analyzed (sample size), and nd is the number determined to
be defective (based on the control limit).
Fig. 9. Histograms (top-binned) of mean diameter (in lm) and diameter aspect r
The tolerance limit chosen for acceptance criteria can be limited
by the practical sample size for testing. At best (with zero particles
measured to exceed a control limit), a sample size of 50 can only
show to 95% confidence that the entire lot has less than 5.82% be-
yond the control limit. A sample size of 299 particles, which would
be extremely laborious by manual methods, is necessary in order
to have 95% confidence that less than 1% of a lot is beyond a control
limit (with zero particles measured to exceed the control limit).
This limitation is solely a result of the statistics in Eq. (3) and is
not related to the quality of the product. The result is a need to
analyze larger numbers of particles in order to be able to demon-
strate product acceptance to low tolerance limits. If failures are de-
tected then the required number of particles that need to be
analyzed may even be greater. For the baseline TRISO sample of
1626 particles analyzed by automated shadow imaging, a tolerance
limit of 0.00185 (0.185%) could be shown to 95% confidence if zero
particles were measured to exceed the control limit. As previously
mentioned, failure fractions for irradiated high quality fuel have
been around 6 � 10�5 or better. Computer-automated optical
microscopy may enable tolerance limits for diameter aspect ratio
(or some other shape metric) to not merely be used as a statistical
tool for quality assurance; tolerance limits may be able to be set
sufficiently low, so that models can predict an expected failure
fraction during irradiation based on a calculated tolerance limit
for pre-irradiated fuel shape.

4.2. Statistical analysis of layer thickness data

The average layer thicknesses of TRISO particle production lots
must statistically be proven to lie within specified acceptable
ranges to be suitable for commercial use; statistical tests (such
as discussed in Section 4.1) can be used to determine whether
the measured average layer thicknesses of a sample allow the lot
to pass the acceptance criteria to a specified confidence level (often
95%). A large sample size increases the confidence level that the
material lot passes specification, if the sample has a measured
average layer thickness within the specified range. TRISO material
lots must sometimes also pass dispersion specifications on the
acceptable percentage of particles that have layer thicknesses be-
yond specified limits (to a given confidence level). An example of
a dispersion test on layer thickness is given below.

Normal (Gaussian) parametric testing of a distribution involves:
(a) calculating the tolerance limit for which it can be stated (with a
specific statistical confidence) that only a certain percentage of the
sample exceeds it and (b) comparing the calculated tolerance limit
with acceptable dispersion specifications. The equations for one-
sided tolerance limits are [10]:
atio for AGR-1 baseline TRISO particles (1626 particles measured in sample).
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RL ¼ �x� K1rx; ð4Þ

RU ¼ �xþ K1rx; ð5Þ

where �x is the mean, rx is the standard deviation, K1 is the one-
sided tolerance factor, RL is the lower tolerance limit, and RU is
the upper tolerance limit. For a composite batch of TRISO material
(same as in Section 3.3, Fig. 8, and Table 1), the calculated upper
and lower tolerance limits for each layer of the composite batch
to have less than 5% of the particles exceeding the limit at 95% con-
fidence were (K1 factor for 5% at 95% conf. = �1.84):

� Buffer: RL = 95.5 lm; RU = 123.9 lm
� IPyC: RL = 36.2 lm; RU = 44.6 lm
� SiC: RL = 31.5 lm; RU = 35.5 lm
� OPyC: RL = 37.5 lm; RU = 45.1 lm

The sample size was sufficiently large that nonparametric testing
(using Eq. (3)) could be used, but the corresponding nonparametric
tests for each layer provided results sufficiently close to be within
the measurement uncertainty of the analysis.
4.3. Uncertainty analysis of layer thickness measurements

Optical microscopy of polished mounts of TRISO-coated parti-
cles inherently involves five fundamental issues. (1) Due to the size
distribution of as-manufactured TRISO materials, it is not possible
for all particles in a mount to be polished to midplane. For exam-
ple, the size distribution of TRISO materials measured for the
AGR program after rolling and tabling typically had a standard
deviation of �7 lm in radius, so the particle diameters in an 80
particle mount would vary from average radius by approximately
±15 lm. (2) Precision polishing a mount of TRISO particles is a
daunting challenge. Tight control of mundane features (e.g.,
mounting ram flatness, sample alignment during polishing, cooling
time in the mounting press) significantly improved polishing pre-
cision, but mount polishing under strict standards still produced
significant variability across a mount and between mounts. (3)
The direction of true thickness (normal to the layer surface) at a
Fig. 10. The percent error of as-measured layer thicknesses and kernel diameter
particle aspherical feature is unknowable by cross-sectional
microscopy, so locally the apparent layer thickness at an aspherical
feature can be greater or less than the apparent layer thickness for
nearly spherical regions. (4) Radial thickness measurements on a
single particle cross-section often vary significantly; for ORNL TRI-
SO materials with 350 lm kernels, average standard deviations of
layer thickness measurements of individual particles were typi-
cally �4–5 lm for buffer, �2–3 lm for IPyC, �1–2 lm for SiC,
and �2–3 lm for OPyC. Therefore, a small number of manual
thickness measurements per particle is highly prone to measure-
ment biases.

Additional measures must be taken to minimize the effect of the
fifth issue: thickness measurements on approximately spherical
particles polished off-midplane. A cross-section of a perfectly
spherical TRISO-coated particle provides a distorted view of the ra-
dial positions of the layer boundaries (relative to the true particle
center) unless the polish plane is at the midplane of the particle
(Fig. 3). Radially innermost layer boundaries are most affected by
this distortion. Layer thickness (t) for a spherical particle polished
off-midplane can be calculated by the following equation which
uses the off-midplane distance (e) to adjust the as-measured radial
positions of the layer boundaries (symbols are defined in Fig. 3):

t ¼ r2 � r1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2

m2 þ e2
q

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2

m1 þ e2
q

: ð6Þ

Fig. 10 shows the percentage error of kernel diameter and layer
thicknesses as a function of off-midplane distance (e).

The off-midplane distance cannot be directly measured with
sufficient accuracy using optical microscopy, so one must choose
a mathematical expression to calculate (or substitute for) off-mid-
plane distance. Early published work on the AGR program [5] cal-
culated e from the parameter s, which is the distance from the
edge of the OPyC in the polished plane to the outermost visible
edge of the particle, which appears as a shadow in the transparent
epoxy mount when illuminated from the back (see Fig. 5 for exam-
ple). In order to minimize the necessary correction, particles
should be polished as close to the average midplane as possible.
However, no shadow is visible for a particle polished beyond
its midplane. For this reason, in practice, the shadow thickness
for two spherical TRISO materials as a function of off-midplane distance (e).
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measurements required a large average off-midplane distance so
that very few particles in the mount were overpolished and ‘shad-
owless’. For TRISO-coated small kernels (e.g., 350 lm diameter), an
off-midplane correction based on shadow thickness resulted in an
undesirably large error in the off-midplane correction. More
recently, an alternate mathematical expression for e based on the
polish-down distance (p) was developed which can apply a small
correction to mounts polished as near to average midplane as pos-
sible. Substituting in the mathematical expression for e based on p,
Eq. (1) was obtained for off-midplane correction of layer thickness
[4]. Near midplane polishing minimizes the error in the as-mea-
sured radial positions of the layer boundaries; this minimized error
is further reduced by the off-midplane correction based on p in
order to provide highest accuracy for the calculated layer thick-
ness. Note that particles with severe aspherical defects can violate
the near-spherical assumption of Eq. (1) (R � e + p), if the particle
happens to be oriented with the defect on the polish surface of
the mount. Fortunately, severe aspherical defects (diameter aspect
ratio >�1.2) are rare in conventional TRISO fuels.

Kernel radius measurement of cross-sectioned TRISO particles
has additional technical difficulties which would require further
refinements to procedures in order to provide high accuracy data.
The radial position of the kernel/buffer boundary is the most af-
fected by off-midplane polishing. Layer thicknesses are calculated
by subtracting the corrected radial positions of two boundaries
so any remaining bias in the radial boundary positions is largely
cancelled out (because both boundary biases are in the same direc-
tion); kernel radius measurements only involve one layer bound-
ary so any remaining bias in the kernel/buffer boundary fully
affects the kernel radius measurements. Also, additional uncer-
tainty in the off-midplane distance for the kernel can be caused
by polishing behavior of the hard kernel compared to the sur-
rounding TRISO composite structure. Certain kernels can react with
the surrounding buffer during the coating process; this outer ker-
nel surface can significantly fragment during polishing (even with
backpotting) which causes uncertainty in the true boundary loca-
tion. Shadow imaging kernels before coating can provide accurate
radius results, so any effort to refine cross-sectional analysis for
measuring kernel radius was deemed unnecessary.

Table 1 demonstrates the benefits of this off-midplane correc-
tion on the analysis of the buffer thickness of four particle batches
and their associated composite material. The corrected average
buffer thicknesses of these five materials varied from 108.9 lm
to 114.1 lm (some variability likely due to coating process vari-
ability), while the as-measured (uncorrected) average buffer thick-
nesses varied from 109.7 lm to 115.7 lm. It was not uncommon
for the buffer thickness correction for individual mounts to vary
particle-to-particle from near zero to over �4 lm on the same
mount.

The off-midplane corrections to IPyC, SiC, and OPyC thicknesses
are smaller than the off-midplane corrections to the buffer thick-
nesses because of the greater radius at these layer boundaries.
The average off-midplane corrections applied to the buffer, IPyC,
SiC, and OPyC layer thicknesses of the mounts of these five mate-
rials were (respectively): �1.57 lm, �0.29 lm, �0.19 lm, and
�0.19 lm.

5. Summary

Automated optical microscopy techniques developed at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory provide dramatic improvements over
conventional manual methods. In the shadow imaging of particles,
hundreds of diameter measurements were made on each particle,
and typical sample sizes were 1600–1800 for TRISO particles and
4000–5000 for kernels. In layer thickness measurements on
cross-sectioned TRISO particles, hundreds of radial thickness mea-
surements were made on each layer of each particle; sample size
was typically 180–240 particles. In addition to the improvement
in the determination of the mean and standard deviation of the
distribution, the statistical analysis of optical microscopy data re-
quired for the qualification of TRISO fuel benefited from the large
sample sizes made practical by automated methods. A mathemat-
ical correction was applied to layer thickness measurements on
TRISO particle cross-sections in order to correct for off-midplane
polishing, which was unavoidable by even meticulous conven-
tional polishing methods.
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